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Dorm Weekend
Set For Dec. 11-13

Carolan club president Jim Ryan disclosed plans for the annual Dorm Weekend yesterday in an exclusive interview with a Cowl reporter. The weekend will
be held December 11, 12 and 13.
Ryan named senior Jack Bagshaw, a biology major
from Bayside, N. Y., and Fred Sette, junior from New
Haven, Connecticut, as the weekend co-chairmen. Bagshaw and Sette revealed that the theme for the weekend will be "Mood Indigo."

Pyramid Players
To Present Play

The Hasty Heart, a comedy
drama by John Patrick, will be
presented by the Pyramid Players on Nov. 20 and 21, announced Rev. Robert A . Morris,
O.P., moderator of the group.

WHO N E E D S A V O I C E ? Carol Sloane, vocalist for the E l gart Band, will contribute aesthetically as well as musically
to the F a l l Frolic.

Fall Frolic Tickets Released
As Congress Dance Nears
By DAVE DONNELLY

The cast for the play will be
announced next week.
The story tells of a wounded
Scotch soldier, whose last few
weeks of life, spent in a British
Army hospital in India, are
changed by the attitude taken
toward him and ultimately by
him to his fellow patients.
The Scotsman's extreme independence of spirit and his defensive attitude toward the
manisfestatios
of
friendship
nearly ruin the good intentions
of the others who are trying to
make him happy. A t last, particularly after he falls i n love with
the nurse in charge of the ward,
he learns the great lesson of
love for his neighbor.
The play will run Friday and

According to present plans,
the weekend will begin on F r i day evening with a formal dinner-dance to be held in the
Raymond Hall dining room;
" A n atmosphere of sophistication, formality and polish"
will prevail according to the
co-chairmen. Music will be provided by A r t Tancredi and his
thirteen-piece orchestra.
Tancredi is well known in
Eastern United States social
circles and this summer played
a ten-week engagement at the
Latin Quarter in New York
City. He has also recorded
several L P ' s . During ttie dinner, additional music will be
provided, featuring a violin
trio, the same trio that appeared last year.
Dinner will be served Friday
evening from 7:00 to 8:30
while dancing wilt continue
from 8:00 to 12:00. Bagshaw
emphasized that the entire evening's proceedings would be
"strictly formal."

will hold sway in Stephen Hall
lounge. The lounge will be disguised in accord with the weekend's theme. Sette stated "that
the attire was to be very informal, relaxed and enjoyable
with casual dress in order."
Refreshments, including beer,
pretzles and sandwiches, will
be served.
For a change of format from
previous years, three different
musical groups will provide the
entertainment, each appearing
for a portion of the afternoon's
activity. Featured in this part
of the weekend will be Jack
Quigley. Bobby DeVite and a
(Continued on Page 2)

DES Group
Inducts 61
A t Meeting

"Tickets for the fabulous Fall Frolic are going Saturday nights in Harkins Hall
Saturday's festivities begin at
1:00 p.m. when a jazz concert
fast," Joe Lyons and Bob Leibowitz, ticket co-chairmen auditorium.
An induction meeting of
announced today. They urged all who have not yet purthe Theta Chapter, Delta
chased their bid to the extravaganza to do so soon,
Epsilon Sigma, will take
since space limitations restrict the number of tickets to
place on Thursday, October
be sold.
22 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Ticket price of $6.50 includes first of the local colleges to
Aquinas Hall lounge.
refreshments i n the cafeteria as use a tent as a setting for a

ALUMNI T O HEAR HYDE

well as dancing from nine to
one a.m. with Larry Elgart's
fifteen piece orchestra. Bearded Elgart will feature popular
album recorder, Carol Sloane.
'Big Top' Innovation
As far as the Student Congress knows, Providence is 'the

DRILL T E A M , BAND
IN T W O P A R A D E S
The Providence College ROTC
band and drill team are scheduled to participate in two Navy
Day parades during the coming
week.
On Sunday, Oct. 25, the 45man band, under the direction
of Fr. Raymond St. George, will
perform in exercises observing
Navy Day at Newport. The program is being sponsored by the
Fleet Reserve Association of
that city.
October 27 at 7:00 p.m., the
Providence
contingents
will
march in a parade through
downtown Providence, highlighting the Navy Day observance in
Rhode Island's capital.
Cadet captains Richard Plamondon and James Connolly will
be in command of the band and
drill corps, respectively.

dance. The tent will be erected
by professionals over the cement patio at the foot of the
steps leading into the Cafeteria.
It w i l l be heated by a warm air
system. The tent and Cafeteria
w i l l be decorated by a committee under the direction of
Charles Reilly.
Entrance to the dance floor
will be through the cafeteria;
the main entrance of Alumni
Hall will be used. The area under the tent w i l l be used solely
for dancing, since there w i l l be
room inside the cafeteria for
tables and chairs.
Elgart's music w i l l be played
over an amplifying system i n
the cafeteria for those who wish
to rest and listen to the music.
Non-Floral Semi-Formal
The Fall-Frolic has been classified as a non-floral dance by
the Student Congress. Semiformal dress is requested of
those attending the affair.
Chairmen of the Frolic as announced by Student Congress
president, Dennis Lovely, are
as follows: general co-chairmen,
Bob Leibowitz and Joe Lyons;
tickets, Tom Grady and Charles
McAree;
refreshments,
Don
Bucklin; band. Joe Cianciolo;
publicity, Dave Duffy; decorations, Charles Reilly.

Famed Speaker Was
Communist Editor

Mr. Douglas Hyde, noted
convert who at one time
served as editor of the London Daily Worker, a Communist publication, has been
secured as guest speaker at
Communion Sunday sponsored
by the Alumni Association of
Providence College and scheduled for this Sunday.
Details for the affair were
disclosed by general chairman
E d McCaffrey, '40. A radical
innovation marks the event as
Mass will be celebrated by the
Very Rev. Robert J . Slavin,
O.P., President of Providence
College, at 5:30 in the evening. F T . Slavin will also give
the sermon.
Following the Mass, the
Alumni will tour Raymond
Hall, the new dormitory and
dining hall opened this year,
and then enjoy dinner in the
new building at approximately
6:45 p.m. McCaffrey stated
that "Joe Murphy has promised an outstanding dinner,"
and felt that the new time
would increase attendance to
an all time high.
The Mass will be celebrated

DOUGLAS H Y D E
in the War Memorial Grotto
on the Providence College
campus. Following the dinner. Rosary and Benediction
will take place, also in the
Grotto.
Tickets have been on sale
for approximately four weeks
and are priced at $2.50. The
chairman said that "the time
change would make it possible for territorial clubs to
(Continued on Page 2)

Speaker for the night will be
the Very Reverend E . Ferrer
Smith, O.P., class of '34, regent
of studies of the Dominican
Province of St. Joseph.
Faculty inductees will be the
Rev. J . F . Hinnebusch, O.P., and
Doctor Henri Rosenwald. Alumni inductees will be the Very
Rev. E . F. Smith, O.P.; Mr.
Charles E . Shea, '32; and Mr.
Charles E. Cottam, '42.
Thirty-seven seniors and twenty-four juniors will be undergraduate inductees of this honorary society.
Seniors are Donald Bacon,
mathematics; Nathan Bell, history; Charles Bercier, education;
Edward Boucher, political science; Roland Bouffard, chemistry; Donald Brown, chemistry;
David Carlin, history; David
Carroll, political science; John
Casey, history; John Christoforo,
biology; Peter Costigan, physics;
Emmet Cotter, education; Joseph Cianciolo, business; and
Roland Cronkhite, philosophy.
William Cummings, economics; Bruce Dunn, biology; Joseph
Dwyer, education; Dale Faulkner, political science; Paul Grenier, education; Ronald Jalbert,
business; Joseph Jannetta, education; Terence Keegan, mathematics; James Kelleher, letters;
(Continued on Page 2)
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MEMO FROM THE EDITOR:
Despite the many jibes that have
been directed here since last week's unwarranted defense of Charlie (I've got a
price) Van Doren, we're determined to
look again at this TV problem.
Why a l l the attention to TV? Well,
the answer here i s the same offered by
Congressional subcommittee members and
journalists throughout the country. The
scandal that has deflated much of t e l e v i s i o n ' s worth reflects on America soc i a l l y and i n s t i t u t i o n a l l y .
The only solution or rather positive result of the time and money consuming hearing i s that TV w i l l either place
DORM W E E K E N D C H A I R M E N are (left to right) Fred
Sette, a junior, and Jack Bagshaw, a member of the senior
i t s e l f under a more protective ethical
class.
Story starts on page one.
code or be placed under federal control
by l e g i s l a t i o n .
The f i r s t alternative would have
the network kingpins h i r i n g what would be
a commissioner in baseball. The owners
then could at least be the ultimate judges
of TV. The second would place the industry
under the close supervision of the FCC.
There i s n ' t much doubt that some
T h e ring- c o m m i t t e e f o r t h e class of 1961, headed
sort of control i s necessary, i f TV i s to by c o - c h a i r m e n J a c k K e n n e d y a n d J o h n Partridge have
a n n o u n c e d t h a t f o u r o f t h e l a r g e s t ring manufacturers
avoid slipping to Hollywood depths. The i n t h i s a r e a h a v e s u b m i t t e d bids and plans for the first
fact that so many millions of Americans s t a n d a r d i z e d c l a s s ring a r e now in operation.
were enraptured by the quiz shows speaks Charles McAree, class presi-"
low of American values. Had the all-know- dent, noted that "since i n the
past, succeeding classes had
ing experts been on the up and up most
Fr. Slavin Appointed
tried to outdo each other in the
would have been no more than i n t e l l e c t u a l design of more and more elabfreaks; now they are as a class condemned orate rings, the Student Con- To Executive Board
as, i f not phonies, then top f l i g h t ama- gress established a standardized
ring plan so that in the future
teur actors.
all class rings will meet certain By Educational Council
The fact that no one was fleeced or specifications and designs, as
establishing a tradition."
The American Council on
robbed does l i t t l e to ease the problm as a well as
First Standard Ring
Education, during its business
social consideration. The public was
The present junior class is session of the Annual Meeting
fooled, most sponsors wer.e fooled, even the first class to adopt the of October 9, 1959, selected
Dr. Bergen Evans of Northwestern Univer- standard ring which may iden- the Very Rev. R. J . Slavin to
tify graduates of different class- a three year term as a mems i t y was fooled and as a consequence has es
in later years as Providence ber of the executive commithad the coaxial shadow f a l l across him.
College alumni. This will estab- tee.
Just what TV w i l l do from here may lish a tradition which has been
F r . Slavin thus joins such
founded at other notable insti- eminent leaders i n the field
be made known when the subcommittee r e tutions such as West Point, Yale, of education as President Gayconvenes on November 2, and the formerly and Notre Dame.
lord Harnwell of the UniverJack Kennedy, committee co- sity of Pennsylvania, who was
innocent CBS shows f a l l , before Louis G.
chairman, named the four com- elected chairman of the counCowan counts to 21.
peting ring companies as Josten, cil at the same meeting, as
DALE FAULKNER
Balfour, Herff and Jones, and well as many other notable

Partridge, Kennedy
Pick Junior Rings

Dieges and Glust Company. He figures i n the field of educaalso remarked that each com- tion.
pany w i l l have four meetings
The organization has been
with the 15-man committee.
Each has already given their hailed by President Eisenhower, who i n a telegram to the
qualifications
and
will,
in
the
(Continued from Page 1)
delegates said, "It is a pleasremaining meetings, submit de- ure to greet those attending
and Walter McGinn, political
science.
j Catholic Youth Week will be signs, samples, and prices.
the 42nd annual meeting of
Basic Design
the American Council on EdAlso, Donald Mayer, classics; ' observed beginning Sunday, OcThe new ring will contain, on
A s leaders i n the
Richard
Mignacca,
biology; tober 25, the feast of Christ The one side, a standard design ucation.
Thomas Moore,
mathematics; King. The program, inaugurated bearing the Providence Veritas field of education you are
by
the
National
Catholic
Welaware
of
those
challenges facBernard Myers, physics; E d Conference,
has been emblem, the numbers 1917 un- ing our nation and the free
mund
O'Connell,
chemistry; fare
derneath the emblem, and above world.
Paul O'Malley, biology; John brought to the campus by the
it either E A or BS, depending
Pagliarini, physics; Paul Quinn, . N F C C S .
"Those who bear responsiThe N C W S has outlined the upon the degree. The replica
history; Thomas Raspallo, edubility for the training and
of Catholic Youth of Harkins Hall surrounded by
cation; Joseph Rossi, education; purposes
lilies will also be on this shank. morale of our citizens fill a
Forest St. Pierre, economics; Week as follows:
On the opposite side each vital role i n our democracy. I
• To emphasize youth's poJohn Sears, business; John Wil- |
am delighted to add my best
tential, by spotlighting their class will be allowed to estab- wishes for a profitable and inliams, philosophy.
j capacity and willingness to as- lish its own design from year spiring meeting."
Juniors are Richard Alsfeld, sume responsibility.
to year.
Fr. Slavin, long a leader in
political science; Alfred Belasco,
• To encourage youth — by One shank, however, will aleducation; Stephen Burns, edu- making them aware of their op- ways bear the standard design national Catholic education
cation; Thomas Byrnes, busi- portunity for good
and conform to the legislation circles, has thus achieved
ness; Ronald Doane, business;
• To display the talent, abili- passed by the Student Congress further material recognition
John Dutrai classics; Edmund ties, and resources of youth, and last year. Prices of the rings on a national scale.
Fallon, biology; John Flynn, to reveal
modern
Catholic will also be a determining facbusiness; John Gianola, busi-' Youth's depth of spirituality
tor in the selection by the comness; Charles Goetz, economics;
• To foster frequent recep- mittee. Their aim is to provide
Robert Grathwol. history, Har- tion of the sacraments among a ring with sufficient dignity
vey
Hamel, economics; and Catholic youth
and quality without ostentation.
Recently, the members of the
Richard Holzheimer, biology.
The theme of Catholic Youth
Ship and Scales Club held a
F A L L RIVER CLUB
meeting for the purpose of
Other junior inductees are Week is "Spiritualize YouthVitalize
Nations."
Here
on
the
At a recent meeting of the electing new officers. As a reJohn Hurley, history; Edward
Providence College Campus, the
Iannucilli, biology; Brian Mul- N F C C S unit will observe the Fall River Club, election of of- sult of the voting, Normand
ficers was held. The following Jacques was chosen president
laney, letters; Dennis Panu, ed- Feast of Christ the K i n g as a
were elected: President. B a r r y : for the coming year.
ucation; Edgar Parenteau. eco- Communion Sunday.
Nestor;
vice-president, Ted
Other officers of the organizanomics; John Partridge, history;
There will also be a spiritual Lyons; secretary. Dick Costa; tion include: Peter Wall, vice
Richard Picerno, modem lan- bouquet established, for the in- and treasurer. B i l l Sullivan
president; Joe Cianciolo. secreguage; Stephen Ryan, biology; tentions of college and uniAt the end of the meeting, tary; and Pete Bortolan, treasEugene Rzeckowski, physics; versity students throughout the plans for a Communion break-: urer.
Roland Tetreault,
chemistry; World. In addition, N F C C S fast for members and invited, The next meeting of the club
will provide and disseminate inand Christopher Wilbur, mathe- formation regarding the role of guests were drawn up. The af-will be held i n the Guild Room
fair is scheduled for November in Alumni Hall, Wednesday, Ocmatics.
Catholic Youth.
8. 1959.
tober 21 at 8:00 p.m.

Catholic Youth Week
Heralded By N F C C S

D. E. S.

:

Ship and Scales Club

WEEKEND...
(Continued from Page 1)
vocal group known as the V i bratos.
Quigley features a sextet
which concentrates on Dixieland and progressive jazz, although dance music will also
be provided. The group includes Quigley at the piano,
Dick Johnson and several members who have played with
Stan Kenton and Billy Maye.
DiVite operates along the
Eastern coast and has played
many times in New York City.
He is primarily a folk singer
and specializes i n audience participation sessions. Under his
able direction, a song fest will
be conducted and appropriate
song sheets provided.
The third group, the Vibratos, also are vocalists and rely
on rhythm and ballad singing.
According to Bagshaw, "it's
quite possible that DiVite and
the Vibratos will work together
from time to time." There will
also be added attractions which
will be revealed at a later date.
The session will conclude at
5:00 p.m.
Saturday evening the dormies
and their dates will attend the
basketball game between the
nation's ninth ranked team, the
Providence College Friars, and
St. Francis College of Brooklyn,
N . Y . The freshman encounter
will commence at 6:45 p.m.
while the varsity fracas will begin at 8:15 p.m.
Sunday will spotlight a Communion Breakfast. Mass will
be celebrated at 10:00 a.m. in
Aquinas Hall Chapel with the
breakfast immediately following
in the Raymond Hall dining
room. Guest speaker will be
Rev. Robert A . Morris, chaplain
of Providence College and the
moderator
of %he Pyramid
Players group.
Open house will follow and
from 1 to 3 p.m. Bobby DiVite
will entertain the weekenders.
During this time, a l l , of the
dormitories and their facilities
will be made available to the
invitees.
Bids for the weekend will go
on sale next Monday and will
be priced at $14.00. A deposit of $2.00 will be required
aad a 'pay as you go' basis will
be set up.

HYDE . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
attend the function for the
first time and several of these
groups are organizing to come
in a body."
The guest speaker, Mr.
Hyde, was born in England,
and made a name for himself as a theological student
and preacher at the age of
seventeen. At eighteen, he
was a member of the Communist party. From that time
on until the year 1946, Hyde
held at one time or another
positions on virtually every
level of the party.
In January 1946, Hyde's
children became converts to
Catholicism. In May of the
same year, the guest speaker
and his wife also became converts. After a few years spent
in contemplation of the newfound faith, Hyde became
most active in Catholic Action.
Mr. Hyde has written his
autobiography, / Believed and
also has taped several programs for the Voice of America program. He is currently
visiting the United States for
six weeks in his fifth lecture
tour of the country.
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By C H A R L I E GOETZ

P.C. Alumnus

Beards, Bands, Brothers-The Elgarts
Youthful though bearded,
bandleader Larry Elgart, who
brings the music billed as the
"First Choice of Dancing
America" to the PC campus
on Nov. 7, is a unique figure
even in the colorful world of
show people. At the remarkably young age of 36, he has
succeeded in reaching the top
echelon in today's limited
field
of
big-name
dance
bands.
Curiously enough, Elgart's
big swing band had its birth
at the low ebb of the band
business in the early 1950's
It was in 1953 that Elgart
caught the ear of Columbia
Records'
George
Ava k i a n
with his concept of the best
sound
for
music-lovers—
either at the side of tbeir

JERRY DITTRICH

June graduate Jerry Dittrich
is currently studying at the
New York University School of
Law under a John Ben Snow
Fellowship? Dittrich was one of
eleven outstanding college men
in the United States selected as
winners of Snow grants for
1959-60
The annual grants are named
for the chairman of Speidel
Newspapers, Inc.. of Colorado
Springs, Colo. Snow graduated
from N Y U in 1904.
Dittrich was a member of
Delta Epsilon Sigma and the
Friars Club while at P C . A student prefect last year, he also
served as an officer of the
Carolan Club. He is listed in
James Carroll has been apthe 1959 edition of "Who's Who pointed D e w s editor of The
In American Colleges and Uni- Cowl, succeeding Robert Grathversities."
wol, according to an announcement last week. Patrick Drew
ry will assume Carroll's former
CRANSTON CLUB
duties as* sports editor.
The Cranston Club held its
Grathwol submitted his resigfirst meeting of the school nation early last week in order
year on Monday evening, Oc- to take on additional duties as
tober 5. Election of officers vice-president of the Pyramid
was held. Joseph Cianciolo Players. He had been news ediwas elected president; John tor of the paper during the
Gorman, vice president; Paul 1958-59 school year.
Murphy, treasurer; and David
Carroll, a member of the
Taft, secretary.
junior class, served as sports
Plans were made for a editor since last January. He is
Thanksgiving Dance to be a political science major and
held on Saturday, November native of Concord, N . H . Drew21, at 8:30 at the Valley ry, a sophomore was previously
Ledgemont Country Club in associated with the news staff
West Warwick.
Tickets for of The Cowl.
this affair will be two dollars,
Both of the newly promoted
and can be purchased from staff members are members of
either David Taft or Stephen the Honors Group in their r e Kelly.
spective years.
-

Three

hi-fi sets or
hum. across
the dance floor.
The
resulting Elgart .albums made their mark on the
best-selling lists and the E l gart brothers, Les and Larry,
were in the hig-t'me.
The "Elgart Sound" was
first represented by the Les
Elgart Orchestra during the
period when Los fronted the
band alone. More recently,
the band had been known as
the Les and Larry Elgart
Orch Mtra,
It was only a little over a
year ago that Les decided to
establish bis own aggregation
and locate on the West Coast
The brothers then separated
their musical directions, with
Larry recording for R C A Victor, while Les elected to remain with Columbia.

The
Larry Elgart group
cuming to the PC campus recently played a four-month
engagement at the famous
Roosevelt G r i l l in New York's
Roosevelt Hotel. Readers may
recall the Roosevelt ftl the
bandstand with which Guy
Lombardo's,)
name
became
connected in his band's heyday
Larry was reared in northern New Jersey, not far from
the bright lights of the Manhattan night spots. Young
Elgart first mastered the clarinet for the school band, but
later turned to the saxophone. At age 17, he landed
a spot with Charlie Spivak
and later did tours as anchor
man of the saxophone section
with such famous outfits as

P r o m o t e d By

Editorial Board

Middle town. Conn.—(I.P.)
—The course without grade
system at Wesleyan University has been unanimously
approved by every teacher
who has had a credit-audit
student in his class. The
teachers cited the system as
a step toward's Weslcyan's
aim for "learning for learning's sake."
In a poll of all 35 of the
professors who had students
in their class under the
course without grade system,
80% of this faculty felt the
privilege should be extended
to honor students of the
sophomore class and 39%
felt that talented freshmen
should also reap benefits of
such a procedure.

HOW D R Y I A M : The Rev. Thomas Peterson, O.P., cools
the enthusiasm of the freshman dormies as their burning
effigy of an unidentified soph emits its final sparks. The
frosh ignited the dummy as a challenge to the class of '62
last Monday night.
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The phrase "a permanent
affair" is also being bandied
about in connection with the
Fall Frolic. Larry's presentation of his "Elgart Sound"
will have a lot to do with
making those words ring
true.

AUDIT
WITH
CREDIT

Staffers

WIN! WIN! WIN!

Woody Herman, Tommy Dorsey, and Red Norvo.
The
bandleader's
success
story contains almost a fairytale touch in regard to his
attractive wife Grace. The pair
shared a childhood romance
which began when Grace became quite literally "the girl
next door" to the Elgart domicile in New Jersey. Grace
played the flute and evidently she and Larry decided to
make the duet a permanent
affair.

Horror, Fierce Clashes
Shatter Campus Peace
Tales of horror, strife and fierce clashes marked
the night of Thursday, October 15, at Providence College. After the terror finally had ceased, there were
s t i l l remnants and shambles of the many skirmishes
which marked the evening.
At 10:OU p.m. the dorms were
relatively quiet. The studious
sophomores were finishing up
on their night-long study of
logic. Over-burdened juniors
were bent over their Summas
and sundry other text books.
The seniors were quietly bemoaning the loss of Errol
Flynn. It was a night like most
nights.
The first sign of disturbance
was noted at about 10:02 by the
beloved "campus cop." To his
horror and fright, he discovered the body of a tattered sophomore. Seadeck Kane (a philosophy major from Brooklyn)
hanging from one of the hoops
in the basketball court.
' At the same time menacing

sounds were heard coming from
Aquinas Hall. A n urgent call
for reinforcements was soon put
in, our hero having sensed the
explosive nature of the situation. Dr. O'Schwarb was sent
for to perform an autopsy. However, due to the throngs of
belligerent freshmen about the
hoop, he was unable to reach
the corpse.
By now, however, patriotic
groups of sophomores were
forming, VaTious plans were b#ing considered for rescuing the
body of their late classmate.
The pre-med majors wanted to
use gas; the letters majors desired to reason with the frosh.
It was generally conceded, howc o n t i n u e d on Page 6)

The course without grade
system, commonly but incorrectly called the credit-audit
system here, was originally
proposed by the student curriculum committee. Under
the system, each junior and
senior, as a part of his regular quota of courses, is permitted to elect and designate
in each semester one course
for which he will be granted
the usual academic credit but
without an official grade on
his record. This procedure
has the following provisions:
• The course designated
must lie outside the student's
Concentration Program.
• The student must have
the permission, in advance,
of the instructor of the
course.
• The student should perform the work and otherwise
fulfill all the regular requirements of the course to the
satisfaction of the instructor.
• If the student fails to
achieve a minimum standing
of
performances
sufficient
for credit, the student would
receive no credit for the
course, but with the instructor's approval, be recorded
as having audited the course.

VERITAS
The Shepard Company Photoreflex Department has informed
Veritas photography editor Thad
McGeough that the deadline for
senior portrait sittings and for
the returning of proofs has
been set for November 6.
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f!^ On Campus

Current Cinema

WHAT'S

(Avthor ofl

PLAYING?

Women Unwelcome . . .
Has YOUR girl been given the bum's rush by the
campus cop yet? Don't feel left out if she hasn't been.
It's a distinction easily accomplished; just leave her
alone and unguarded for a few seconds in front of one
of the PC dormitories.
The young lady whose irate note leads off today's
Letters To The Editor column, can take some small
comfort in the fact that she is by no means the only
one to have been given "the treatment" by a campus
policeman during the past few years. Female guests
of students, dates, even sisters of the boys have been
made embarrassed victims of the old heave-ho. One
would almost fear that a young-looking mother or two
have been among the unfortunate 'trespassers."
Presumably, it is not the official policy of the College to discourage the students from having guests on
campus. Indeed, the various lounges in the dormitories
are specifically designated for this purpose. The attitude of at least part of the campus police, however,
seems to be one of making life unlivable for any female
who sets foot in the sanctum sanctorum of College
property.
Regardless of the possibility that they are dates
or members of the families of PC students, unescorted
women are made objects of suspicion and harassment
from the moment of their entry on campus. All too
often, they are approached rudely and officiously and
given summary instructions to move on, regardless of
the fact that a more polite approach would have elicited
the fact that their presence was entirely legitimate.
Realizing full well that a degree of supervision is
in the best interests of all concerned, The Cowl feels
that the campus police ought to at least pursue its duties
with a degree of tact and courtesy consonant with the
atmosphere of a Catholic college, a breeding-place of
gentlemen.
As a parting shot, it might be said that not even
the most "cloistered" of Catholic women's colleges have
found it necessary to be discourteous to PC men visiting on their grounds. If we can't return the favor, let's
put up the barbed wire and warning beacons.

Beatniks Nixed. . .
The following editorial is reproduced here by
The Cowl with the special permission of George E .
Sokolsky, noted author, commentator, editorial writer
and syndicated columnist:
This country's youth does not consist of Beatniks
or of juvenile delinquents. These are the sick personalities in an otherwise wholesome atmosphere. But their
sickness manifests a condition that requires attention
and thought.
0
The Beatniks, in particular, represent organized
disorder. They are not Communists or Socialists; they
are Nihilist-*. Their concept is the nothingness, the futility, the meaninglessness of an unmitigated materialism against which they rebel but in no direction. If they
found direction, it would mean, for them, hope which
they also reject.
They are not even evil. Their unshaved faces, their
unkempt hair, their unmannerly habits, their general
sloppiness mirror their minds which find neither hope
in logic nor beauty in emotion. They despise conformity; nevertheless they conform in their sloppiness as
though they were in uniform.
They are a response to the challenge of materialism unsoftened by spiritual assumptions. As they believe in nothing, not even in themselves, they do not
believe in God or in His mercy or in His guidance for
good.
Beatnikism is a passing fashion among our youth.
From such, America will gain no strength. This is an
era when the best minds are required in the interest
and service of our country. But great minds must be
tempered by loyalty and honesty and sincerity of purpose. The mind, without the heart, can bring ruin
brilliantly devised ruin—in its wake. This the Russians
discovered early in their revolution and therefore they
have tried to make a religion, a spiritual force of their
party. Thus far, they have succeeded in stimulating a
sense of loyalty if not of adoration for their cause.
Shall it be said of the youth of America today that
they have not been able to meet the challenge of hard
and dangerous times? Shall it be said of them that they
have lost the spiritual capacity to revitalize their nation? louth needs God's guidance to revitalize our nation which seems to be losing its way in the confusions
of a revolution in morals and manners.

^

A-100 (Carolan Club): "The
Thing." This was the first of the
monster epics, and probably the
best one in the whole kit and
kiboodle. Filmed in the frozen
North, this movie features Gunsmoke's James Arness playing
the title role. Combined with
the fall winds, this sage of the
first of the Mysterians will
leave its fans shivering in their '
seats.
:

Art Cinema: "Innocents in
Paris." Alastair Sim makes the
trip across the English Channel
Also playing, Gina in "Wife F o r
A Night."
Avon: "The Roof." Once
again Vittorio de Sica comes out
with a sterling production, rivaling his "Bicycle Thief." Such a
gentle and touching presentation of the troubles that a newly
married Italian couple encounter in their search for "a roof
over their heads" is an excellent,
portrayal of the unconquerable
human spirit. Equally appealing |
is the Gallic co-feature, "Four
Bags F u l l . "
1

m

Was a Teen-age Dwarf "."The Many
Loves of Dobie GClis", tic.)

S T U D Y I N G CAN B E SCREAMS
If studying is bugginc you, try mnemonics.
Mnemonics, as we all know, was invented by the great Greek
philosopher Mnemon in ">2G B.C. (Mnemonics, incidentally,
was only one of the inventions of this fertile Athenian. He also
invented the staircase which, as you may imagine, W&B of
inestimable value to mankind. Before the staircase people
who wished to go from floor to floor were forced to live out
their lives, willy-nilly, on the ground floor, and many of them
grew cross as bears. Especially Demosthenes who was elected
Consul of Athens three times but never served because he was
unable to get up to the office of Commissioner of Oaths on the
third floor to be sworn in. But after Mnemon's staircase,
Demosthenes got up to the third floor easy as pie—to Athens'
Borrow, as it turned out. Demosthenes, his temper shortened
by years of confinement to the ground floor, soon embroiled his
countrymen in a series of senseless wars with the Persians, the
Visigoths and the Ogallala Sioux. He was voted out of office in
517 B.C. and Mnemon, who had made his accession possible,
was pelted to death with fruit salad in the Duomo. This later
became known as the Missouri Compromise.)

Loew's: "It Started With A
K i s s / ' Debbie Reynolds quickly
forgets in this romantic farce.
Also playing, Conan Doyle's
"Hound of the Baskervilles."
Majestic: "The F.B.I. Story."
J. Edgar and Jimmy Stewart
combine their talent to present
an excellent presentation of the
work of this noble band. A n
amusing added attraction is
Walt Disney's "Eyes In Outer
Space."
Strand: "The Warrior and the
Slave Girl." Madison Ave is
going all out in pushing this
Hercules-like extravaganza. See
Christians eaten alive amidst
the pleasures of pagan Rome 1
(for a nominal fee)! The co-fea-1
turette stars the inimitable Lou !
Costello i n "The Thirty Foot
Bride of Candy Rock."

Dear Editor:
I want you to know that I
suffered one of the most humiliating and embarrassing experiences of my life on the PC
campus last Sunday evening. I
certainly hope that the college
authorities will explain to the
campus police that a twentyyear-old Catholic woman does
not particularly relish being
treated like a camp follower
simply because she sets foot on
Providence College property.
While waiting for my date, a
PC student, to return from his
room to get a jacket, I was
rudely accosted by a campus
policeman who made an embarrassing Hollywood production out of trying to evict me
from the campus. This singleminded person seemed more interested in blowing his foolish
whistle at me than in listening
to my explanation.
Fortunately, my date appeared before the handcuffs
did. I wonder if a letter of introduction from my college
chaplain would save me from
insult in the future?
Janet Buckley

Jhfws MbktoteltifkeMJita-lobtfromm.
But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which are nothing
more than aids to memory—catchwords or jingles that help you
remember names, dates and places. F o r example:
Columbus sailed the ocean blue
In fourteen hundred ninety-two.
See how simple? Make up your own jingles. What, for instance, is the important event immediately following Columbus's discovery of America? The Boston Tea Party, of course.
T r y this:
Samuel Adams flung the tea
Into the briny Zuyder Zee.
f N O T E : The Zuyder Zee was located in Boston Harbor untQ
1904 when Salmon P . Chase traded it to Holland for Louisiana
and two outfielders.)
But I digress. To get back to mnemonics, you can see how
simple and useful they are—not only for history but also for
everyday living; for instance:
In nineteen hundred fifly^nine
The smoke to look for is Alpine.
" W h y Alpine7" you ask. Taste that fine, fresh flavor. Enjoy
that subtle coolness. Until Alpine you needed two cigarettes to
reap the benefits of Alpine—one for flavor, one for high filtration—and smoking two cigarettes is never graceful; in fact,
with mittens it is nigh impossible. Now you need only one
cigarette—Alpine. Get some. You'll see.

The sponsor* of this column make Alpine, Philip Morris
and Marlboro Cigarettes. Pick what you please. What you
pick will please you.
— T H E P R O V I D E N C E COWL, —
P u b l i s h e d w e e k l y during- the a c a d e m i c yenr, except In period*
c o n t a i n i n g o f f i c i a l l i o l l d a j a , or established semester or q u a r t e r l y
exama, by a Staff of student editors a n d reporters w o r k i n g In the
interests of P r o v i d e n c e College
E d i t o r i a l Staff
Dale P . F a u l k n e r , E d i t o r - i n - C h i e f
Managing Editor
C h a r l e s J . Goetz
Editorial Aaeistant
Thomas O'Herron
Newe EdKor
James Carroll
A s s i s t a n t Managing- E d i t o r
Peter Costigan
Feature* Editor
John J . Hurley
Spans Editor
Patrick Drewry
Bustneea M a n a g e r
Paul
Hanaway
Photography Editor
Nick Petersen
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Language Laboratory Added

Talk Talk Talk, Talk, Talk
By TOM O'HERRON
With the rash of popularity
of
international meetings on
I ho executive level, ii ma\ !«•
well to review the record of
such conferences in the past
Nations long ago decided that
it would be beneficial to have
representatives in t.irt'itrn emm
tries. This concept has been
realized in the
present ambassad o r i a l system,
which
is quite
complex and expensive, to say
the least. Our
ambassador in the
Soviet Union is the capable
Llewelyn Thompson, who is
paid $27,500 a year to direct
dealings of the United States in
Russia.
Today, however, he
might as well be an office
clerk, for world trends indicate
that any important business be
conducted at the executive
level—even at the summit,
which is i word which must
turn the stomach of any career
diplomat.
It is amazing that the Western powers still agree to attend
and even encourage these toplevel meetings. It is amazing,
first of all because such meetings have a record of dismal
failure; and it is even more
amazing that we agree to sit
down and talk with a man who
is committed to our destruction,
and admits, nay. even emphasizes it.
The
United States is placed
in a difficult position. We have
little to compromise on; we
have already offerred all that
could be expected, with a few
possible exceptions. Actually,
we have little to negotiate.
Give And Take
If a man steals an automobile, he must return it. He
does not offer to negotiate
with the rightful owner; even

1

(he
most brazen of thieves
would never dare to suggest a
conference "to discuss matters
of mutual interest, with hopes
of solving this great misunderstanding which has arisen be3
tween us."
Such would tie
ludicrous. There is nothing to 4
•
discuss, nothing to compromise
•
The ihief must return the car, ii
and that is all there is to it.
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Tt'BHDA Y
Btgn On Rebro.dr.it W P F M >M
Live rrom WDOM Manhattan
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Music In the Air
Caravan or Mualc
Sport' lllfhllghti
Dale With Mualc
Bvenlm Serenade
Cadenre Capen
Sign Off
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But when the scone changes
1 00
to the international level, we
think twice. Although we are 3 15
• 00
committed to a course of action, G 00
we willingly negotiate with 6 1ft
parties who are committed to 10• 00
30
an exactly opposite course. Al- 11 00
though we have made clear our
position many limes, we sit ft 00
down to state it again. And
\m
although
we
have
nothing 1 00 Sign On Muitc in the Air
which we can bargain with, we 4 CO Caravan ot Music
• i) - Date With Mutl*
attempt to bargain.
• 00 •Treeing Serenade

II 00 Sign Off
THTBADAT
Sign On. Rebroadca<t Wl'fW
FM
Lii e Iron WDOM, Music In the

Right Or Wrong?
• 00
There seems lo be a great re3 00
luctance on the port of the
leaders of the WeVlern powers 4 00
ft OO
to say. "We are right." It • :1ft
seems to be in poor taste; it • 0O
11.00
might cause hurt feeings. But
our adversary continually blares
9 00
that he is right. Now if we
know that we are right, and ? 00
our enemy elzims that HE is, 4 00
6 00
what remains to discuss"
Throughout the years, our
best diplomatic achievements
have been made through foreign
service officials after long and
arduous work. Our 'summit'
meetings have been painfully
like the Hollywood spectacular.
We
tee big names; there is
noise and fanfare, but when it
is all over, there is an abundance of nothingness.
We Learn By Doinc"
Perhaps the greatest debacle
in the history of diplomacy was
the Munich conference, which
was a top-level meeting. More
recently, we saw the scene repeated at Geneva in 1955, al-

WIN!

FIRST PRIZE: GE 21-Inch TV SET
C A M E L — WINSTON — S A L E M

— CONTEST R U L E S —

Caravan of Mualc
Sports Highlights
Dale With Music
Rreiung Serenade
Sign Off

mum

Sign On. Rebroadraal W P F M FM
Live tram WDOM. Music in the
Air
C e r e i s n of Mualc
Dale with Mualc
• 00 Evening Serenade
11 00 Sign Off
•ATVRDAT
5 00 U*e Iroen WDOM
U 00
3 OO
ft 00
• 00
LI 00

Sign O n .

Music in the Air
Cat**an of Muale
Dste With Music
Evening Serenade
Sign Off

though the results
of the
Geneva meeting were far less
disastrous that the aftermath
of the Munich fiasco. But yet
this summer, we agreed again
lo meet with the foreign minister* of the other "Big Four"
nations at Geneva. This conference took sever. 11 weeks,
and was broken up only when
Secretary Herter asked to leave
to attend another conference.
The result of the Foreign Ministers' meeting: nothing, of
course.
President Eisenhower recently told newsmen that he invited
Mr. Khrushchev to this country
to prove to the world that Ununited States will consider any
suggestion in the interest of
peace. The President .said that
he wanted to remove the possibility of anyone accusing him
of indifference or high-handedness in this regard. After he
leaves office, Mr. Eisenhower
does not want to hear that he
might have had peace if he had
done such and such.
Painful Self Vindication
Summit spectacular are an
expensive and boring way of
vindicating American policy,
but 1 suppose it can be tolerated. When this all settles
down, perhaps the skeptics will
admit that it is not so bad to
stick to our principles and proclaim that we are right. And
maybe the leaders of future
generations will keep diplomacy on the, ambassadorial
level, where it belongs.
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PRIZES ON DISPLAY IN CAFETERIA

To

College Library Facilities

A lanjruajre lalmratory nan iM*«*n added to the facilities of the library, according to Father Ernest Hoganrlog
O.P.. librarian. Father Hogan noted that while many
«et« of records are used in conjunction with certain
courses, the facilities of the lanjruafre laboratory are
avuilaluY for all students.

Last year, the laboratory was
00 Live Irnm WHOM Munlr In the
Air
organized for the use of mod00 Caravan o( Muilc
ern language students. At that
(0 Data With Muilc
0O Evenlna Serenade
lime the only rerun!*, available

ft 00
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..At
IB minute* be Iota the hour—
W H O M will present II, i i n i i l t l . Y NEWS
•WOK . . . at is ps«t the hour—
I the W p i i M WEATHER ( HECK will be
I heard From 3 10 in the afternoon to
« 30 In the evening and hour!* In between WDOM will broadrail MOVIE
CLOCK [raliirlin
W l i . i • Up at
neighboring snd downtown theater*
MONDAY
• •00 B.tu On. U, bioaiIcail W I T M

of
»pacc available, students
have shown considerable interest in the record method of
learning
were German and Russian Ian
Father Hogan mentioned lhat
Huajii' sels
the program of recorded aids to
Increase Facilities
learning is still in its infancy,
This year, the laboratory has and he expects that it will exproceeded on a larger scale. pand both its accommodation*
There are now two machines in and use
use. and to the Russian and
German records have been add
ed gets in French. Spanish, and
literature.
In the latter class, there are
recordings of the works of
Chaucer, many of Shakespeare's
plays, and other records of interest to students of English
Man> students h.i\ <• a I trad}
made extensive use of the language lab. according to faculty
The Wesleyan Debate Council
members Listening to the rec- of Wesleyan University, Midords is an integral part of the > lit •town, Connecticut, sponsored
Russian program
a colloquium on a national intercollegiate
debate proposition
L . m i r e d Spice Available
The
laboratory is set up in last Friday and Saturday on the
the back of the library Al- university campus.
though there hi not a grctrt deal
Providence College
joined
with 26 colleges and universities
from the New England and
and New York State area in con
sidenng this year's debate topic,
"Resolved: That C o n g r e s s
should be given the power lo reverse decisions of the Supreme
Court"

P C Barristers

A t t e n d Seminar

A t Wesleyan U.

Providence Hosts
C B E A Saturday

The Rev. Joseph L. Lennon.
O.P., Dean of the College, will
address the general session of
college and secondary school
business educators
attending
the annual meeting of the
Northeast Unit of the Catholic
Business Education Association
here Saturday.
Dr. Clarence C. Walton, Dean
of the School of Business at Columbia University, will address
the college section on "Business
Education — Prospects and Retrospects."
Members attending the high
school sectional meeting will
hear Dr. James R Meehan.
chairman of the department of
business education at Hunter
College, New York, speak on
"Office Practice and Office Automation "
Sister M. Blaithin, C.S.J, di
rector of the Aquinas Secretarial School in Milton. Mass..
and
chairman of the CBEA
Northeast Unit, will preside at
a meeting of the executive
board to be he I d be fore the
general session convenes.
A panel discussion, "Meeting
the Challenge of the Spelling
Problem," has been arranged
for the high school teachers.
Panelists will be: Sister Mary
Pius, It s M chairman. Cathedral High School. Portland.
Maine; Sister Thomas Joseph,
SS.J , St. Michael High School.
Northampton, Mass.; Miss Hilda
McNally. Boston Clerical School,
Roxbury, Mass.; and Mr. Edwin
F. Moran, Jr., Simmons College,
Boston, Mass
Professor John J. Breen, Jr., j
of Providence College, has arranged an exhibit for textbook
publishers and business ma-

In attendance at the three
three hour sessions were juniors
Charles Carroll, James Geary,
and John Haas, sophomore Cornelius Sullivan, and
Providence's director of debate. Fr
John Skalko, O.P. Three experts
in supreme court and congressional issues discussed the history and issues of the current
topic and answered questions of
both
debaters
and
debate
coaches.
The
colloquium concluded
with a debate between Wesleyan
and Yale Universities This part
of the program was publicly critiqued by Russell Windes, Jr.,
head coach of the Northwestern
University debating team, winners for the past two years of
the West Point national debate
tournament.
With the conclusion of Monday's intersquad talkathon with
the University of Rhode Island
Rams, the Friar debaters hope
to be ready for this year's
initial contests. The four varsity
debaters who journeyed to
Wesleyan will participate in a
three-round tournament this Saturday at Boston University.
Mr. William Viviani, a faculty
member with intercollegiate debate experience, will accompany
the foursome

WANTED
CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE
by

the

College Record Club
to earn $100 (or more)
in SPARE TIME
Inqnlrr: o i l . , , Rreord t ' l . b

Alembic Appointments
Editor - in - chief Thad McGeough and Rev, Robert L.
Walker, O.P.. have named James
Kelleher, '60, as Essay Editor,
and Joseph Soulak, '60, as Short
Story Editor. Junior G . Brian
Sullivan was elected Poetry Editor.
The first issue of the Alembic
will be distributed at the beginning of November.

VINCENT'S PRESCRIPTION PHARMACY
"THE

BEST

IN D R U G S "

VINCENT N . C I A V A T T A , Reg. Pharmacist
364 Admiral Street
GA 1-6003
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already experienced, the ROTC
majors led the class of '62 on
the charge that will go down in
(Continued from Page 3)
history with the Battle of Woonever, that it would be fruitless socket. Onward they
Eleven students from Providence College took part in the Fall Council of the
swept
to reason with the infamous across the court, unmindful of New England Region of the National Federation of Catholic College Students, held
class of '63. This class, known the heights of Mt. Aquinas
I
at
St.
Anselm's College last weekend.
,
for its stubbornness, craftiness, ahead of them.
j The NFCCS Regional councils, of the N F C C S in each region, erally well received. The newsand comradeship, would pose a
;
held
three
times
a
year,
asand
discuss
problems
affecting
letter
is to be published monthBut
then,
just
in
the
nick
of
tough problem.
! sembles to transact the business the individual campus units, ly under the direction of
Finally, exasperated at all time, the reinforcements ar| The Fall Council proceeded un- Thomas O'Herron. regional pubthe frustrations that they had rived to save the freshmen.
der the avowed principle of the licity director.
Unity of Catholics in the Ttfysti- j
cal Body.
WIMROOT CREAM OIL
The
F a l l Council discussed
two
controversial issues, the
Academic Program of NFOCS,
and the new system of National
dues. The Academic Program
Rev.
Ambrose
McNicholl,
was devised by the national offiThe
Camera Club has an- cers, after consultation with col- O.P., professor of philosophy at
nounced a series of lectures con- lege administrators and leading the Angelicum in Rome, was
cerning the basic fundamentals educators. Its purpose is to guest speaker at the Aquinas
of photography, including the compile and study the problems Society, Oct. 14. Father Mcuse of all type cameras, movie facing Catholic Colleges today. Nicholl, whose talk was entitled
projectors and slide projectors. Six of the Colleges represented "Art and Beauty" prefaced his
Darkroom techniques, includ- have agreed to participate in remarks by saying, "We all are
in some way artists. We are ening enlarging, contact printing, the program.
gaged in molding certain mahome development of regular
Plans regarding the activities terial from God into shape actype film and color film w i l l be
of the regional commissions cording to a certain ideal."
i demonstrated in the College were outlined. These included
| darkroom.
a workshop on the question of
Fr. McNicholl divided his adThe lectures, which are open medical ethics, to be held on dress into three considerations.
j to a l l , w i l l take place i n Room the Providence College Campus First was Art, which he called
210, Harkins Hall at 2:30 p.m. later this month.
"the molding of a material to a
on Wednesday afternoons. A
The council adopted a resolu- rational ideal." Then he disshort Camera Club meeting will tion to compose a spiritual bou- cussed Beauty, "that whose conprecede the lectures.
quet for the intentions of Col- templation is delightful." He
This year the club dues, which lege and university students characterized Beauty as posare $1.50 per semester, will be throughout the world The res- sessing three main characterisI refunded to those who aid the olution in its final form was tics: order or unity, wholeness
' Photo-Friars at two dances dur- submitted by Carl McCarden, a allowing of no superfluity, and
"Surface" hair tonics merely coat your
ing
the current school year. member of the junior class of radiance or splendor.
hair. When thev drv off, vour hair dries
Anyone having an interest in Providence College.
The third consideration was
out. But the exclusive Wildroot Cream-Oil
photography is urged to attend
A resolution was submitted
formula penetrates vour hair. Keeps hair
this meeting. The Camera Club by the Chairman of the Council, Fine Art and the place of
Beauty
in this art. He noted
owns all necessary equipment proposing that a poll be taken
groomed longer... makes hair feel stronger
and is able to purchase photo- regarding the political views that "Fine Art is engaged for itthan hair groomed an o r d i n a r y w a y .
and preferences of the Catholic self not for its use." He then
graphic
equipment
at
profesThere's no other hair tonic formula like it.
sional prices for those desiring College students in the New distinguished between Fine Art,
England Region. This resolu- Useful Art and the "drainpipe
it
M A K E HAIR O B E Y A L L D A Y
school of art."
The first lecture, which takes tion was rejected unanimously
WITH WILDROOT CREAM-OILI
After the meeting, Rev. John
place today at 2:30 p.m., w i l l by the assembly, which decided
instead
to
establish
a
commitP. Reid, O.P., the moderator of
feature the operation of still
tee to study the role of Catholic the Society, announced that on
cameras and movie projectors.
undergraduates i n politics. AcIt is not necessary to be a tion regarding this question w i l l Wednesday, Oct. 28, Father
member of the Camera Club in be based on the report of the Bond would address the group.
His topic will be "Symbolism in
order to join the Cine-Friars, committee.
American Novels." It will be
an associated group. Anyone
The
first issue of T H E concerned primarily with the
wishing to join this society, but
writings of Faulkner, Steinbeck
unable to attend today's meet- COMPASS, the regional news- and Hemingway. Father added
ing, may sign the sheet posted letter published here at Provi- that all members of the student
on the Camera Club Bulletin dence College, was distributed body were welcome.
at the Council, and was genBoard.

NFCCS Fall Council Convenes

HORROR . . .

KEEPS HAIR GROOMED LONGER!
MAKES HAIR FEEL STRONGER!

"Surface"
Hair Tonics

C a m e r a Films
On Wednesday;
Lectures A l s o

Dominican Professor
Heads Aquinas Group

Penetrating
I Wildroot Cream-Oil

Aiuthentic
,

Have a real cigarette-have a

Duffle Coat

CAMEL

Just arrived! Our European import, the wool Duffle Coat,
handsome and rugged, with detachable hood, hemp closures,
and wooden peg buttons. Take
advantage now of a complete
selection in Camel, Loden
green or Navy, in a wide range
of sizes (girls' included!)

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
135 T H A Y E R

STREET,
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SPORTSDESK
of PETE COSTIGAN
It seems that the charges of Joe Mullaney are
grabbing headlines this year before getting their sneakers out of their gym lockers. Both a basketball yearbook and a New York sport sheet made considerable
mention of our basketball heroes within the last week.
The first news to hit our fair i
campus was that of a magazine won't make national headlines,
called, "Basketball Yearbook \ it is as important to the par1960," which rated Providence ticipants as the big name sports.
ninth in the country. This book
Returning to basketball, this
was not a major publication and
it remains to be seen whether time on the pro level, it is posor not such big-name basketball i sible that W i l t Chamberlain has
books as " D e l l " rate the F r i a r s : come up with a move to show
this high, but a rating this high: up the boys who can only dunk.
does look impressive and would I've heard that he performed an
even if the rating came from interesting stunt while clowning
around on the court.
partial sources.
The story goes that he was
Cincinnati led the "top ten" playing against Elgin Baylor in
in the forementioned maga- an informal game some time ago
zine, followed by North Caro- and that Baylor blocked a
lina and Kentucky. West Vir- couple of "The Stilt's" shots.
ginia, St. John's, and Bradley
Wilt was disturbed at having
held the three posts just
a 6' 6" small man block his
ahead of Providence, while
shots and to avoid having this
last year's N C A A champ, Calirepeated, he went behind the
fornia, was tenth.
backboard, leaped up, reached
Meanwhile, New York's "Daily
over the backboard and dropped
Sport" headlined a feature story
the ball toward the rim. It
with: "Celtics Trust In PROVmissed, but he could probably
I D E N C E . " The story which goes
perfect the stunt, and though it
with this seemingly theological
would be illegal in a game, it
headline refers, however, to
would probably be a good
Providence College rather than
crowd-pleaser.
St. Thomas. Referring to the!
Celtics as a "thinking man's basketball team" it points out that
John Egan and J i m Hadnot
came to Smith H i l l under the
{Continued from Page 8)
persuasion of Bob Cousy and
each division, A and B. ProviB i l l Russell.
dence was greatly hampered by
The point of the story is that having a boat disqualified from
the Celtics would not be op- one race of both divisions.
Meeting Tomorrow
posed to having both young men
Sunday's race concluded the
join their little group in a few
years and that Providence falls varsity team's fall schedule.
within the N B A territorial draft Commodore Healey noted, howradius of Boston, something like ever, that the freshman team
75 miles. Thus the Celtics would will sail in competition on Octoget first crack at both when, ber 25 and November 1. He
despite a tear or two from Joe urged all members of the SailMullaney, they are graduated ing Club to be present at the
organization's fall meeting on
from this institution.
It also mentioned that such Thursday, October 22 at 7:30
happenings do little to lower p.m. in room 304 of Harkins
the
calibre of basketball Hall. Assignments for the frosh
meets and other club business
played at P C .
Other happenings among our will be discussed.

Sailing Club. . .

athletes include the loss to
Brown by the sailing club in
the State championship meet.
The sailors were the victims of
a couple of bad breaks which resulted in the loss of points. They
were disqualified once due to a
collision with another craft.
It is encouraging however
to see our athletic program
expand and include such
things as tennis and golf on
the varsity level. Sailing could
be next, and then maybe soccer can work its way up.
Such expansion gives talented
athletes a chance to perform in
varied fields, and while we
realize that sailing probably

Varsity Practice. . .

1

(Continued from Page 8)
any
offensive or defensive
plays."
The Frior coach also commented that there was a "possibility" that the squad may carry
"a thirteenth or perhaps fourteenth man" this year, an increase over the twelve man
squad of last year. He noted,
however, even in the event that
this should happen, the extra
men would suit up for the home
games only and would not go on
the road with the team.

Do you believe that "what's good enough
for your father is good enough for you"
is (A) a remark indicating that Father had
things pretty fancy? (B) a parental trick
a

•

b

n

If you saw a man on his
hands and knees in the
street, searching for something, would you (A) try to
find it before he does? (B)
tell him it isn't worth getting run over for? (C) ask
him what he's doing down
there? (D) offer to buy it
from him when he finds it?
A Q

eo

C D

D Q

Do you think that the old
saw "an apple a day keeps
the doctor away" is (A)
simply a trick to get you to
eat apples? ( B ) rough on
LO the doctor? (C) a health
precept that can apply to
other fruit, too? (D) applesauce?

to avoid spending money? (C) a statement
unconsciously revealing an ultra-conservative attitude? (D) an admission that
you deserve as big an income as Pop?
c

•

D

•

is the best of its kind ever developed, for
finest tobacco taste. A thinking man's filter.

And they know Viceroy delivers a rich,
satisfying taste that's never been equaled.
A smoking

man's taste.

A thinking man's filter . . . a smoking
man's taste. How about you trying
Viceroys?
*By the way, ij you checked (C) in three out
of four of these questions... man, you think
for yourself!

Would you choose a filter
cigarette because (A) of
what is said about the tobacco? ( B ) you could hardly
tell the filter is there? (C)
it has the most advanced
filter design? (D) it claims
to filter well because it
tastes weak?
A O
B Q C Q D D

Why do men and women who think for
themselves usually smoke Viceroy? Because they've found out the Viceroy filter

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows ONLY V I C E R O Y H A S A T H I N K I N G M A N ' S FILTER . . . A S M O K I N G M A N ' S T A S T E !
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Harriers W i n ,
Beat U R I 17-43
Providence

Oollejre's varsitv

cross-count r\

loam

broke i n t o the win column with a decisive victory over

I lu- I ni\er-n> of Ithode Island at llendricken Field last
Friday afternoon.
( M i n i m i : six of the first seven places, the Friars

scored a 17-4.1 triumph over the still winless Hants.

NUMBER ONE:

Bob Bamberger Is

all alone out in front as In pace* thr park

lo a victory over t ' R I in the cross country
meet last Friday afternoon.

Blejwas Breaks Record;
URI Checks Freshmen

Bob Bamberger, who has led
Irtlerman Charlie Goetz finished
the i
,in. II i n rvery race
third and turned In IIK beat perIbis season, turned in the winformance of the year, showing
ning performance as he covered signs of n i II i ii i ii . to his 1958
t h r course i n the time or form which Karnrrrri him the
23:17.8. Bamberger took an early s i.l course record and two othlead and nevrr relinquished it er first place finishes.
en route to the victory.
Wallack. lacono. Dougherty.
Co-captain B i l l Horrididge and and co-captain Art Hewes proCharlie G o e t z followed Ram vided PC with strong efforts in
berger across t h r line, outdis- the mlddlr positions where, actancing B i l l Wilson, thr first cording to Mr. Coates, "races
are won or lost."
Ram to place.
This was IN. final homr ap
Fifth,
sixth,
and seventh
places were swept by V i n pearaner of the year for thr
lacono. Pete Wallack, and Barry Provldenrr team. Saturday il
will Journey lo Bo-lon wherr II
Dougherty of Providence. Sophwill oppose I'...vim. ( i.iii-.-.c in a
omores I
and n . M I I n m
dual meet al Franklin Park.
turned in their finest races as
varsity performers.
Frank Wilson. Bob Warren,
and
Karl
Steimle
finished
eighth, ninth, and tenth respectively for roach Tom Russell's
Rams.
While gaining their first vic-

Stan Blejwas .-mashed the course re?ord for the second consecutive meet with tory, the forces of Harry Coates
n clockuiR of 15:48, but his efforts were fruitless as the University of Rhode Island showed improvement over their
Fn»hnttn defeated the Providence College cross-country team 21-3H, at Hendrick- j early season form.
en Field last Friday afternoon.
Bamberger and Horridge continued their fine running. Junior

Blejwas topped his previous
mark of 16 15 7 for the three
mill- course by better than
twt-nt> sewn Mt-orntThe solid Friar harrier won
a dramatic individual battle
with David Edmunds of the
Rams.
Blejwas Finishes Strong
Trailing at Edmund's heels
with 120 yards to go after the
rivals had covered the course i n
,i virtual head to head struggle. Blejwas suddenly burst past
the t*RJ ace and sprinted across
the finish line 30 yards ahead
of his vanquished competitor. It
marked the first time this year
that Edmunds had been beaten.
Blejwas' outstanding finish
drew the most enthusiastic applause of the afternoon from
thi» llendricken rVld spectators.
Rami Undofoarod
The meet itself was won
handily by the Ram Frosh as
they made the Friars their
fourth straight victim in a bid
fur an undefeated season
Frank Perrin and Charlie
Drew captured fourth and fifth
place for the victorious visitors.
Joe Sullivan, the number two
Providence man. interrupted the
Ram parade by churning sixth
place. Then Eric Philippi *nd
Dan Goff crossed the line for
the Ramlets

Hoopsters
Commence
Practice
The Providence College varsity basketball squad began preseason workouts in Alumni Hall
Gymnasium lasl Thursday under
the direction of coach Joe Mullaney.

N U M B E R S T W O A N D T H R E E in the IT bar
rlers' rout or \ 111 were (left) Charlie Goetz and B i l l Horridge. Horridge finished second, Goetz third.

Eccleston Welcomes Squad;
Practice Sessions Begin

Eight
returning
lettermen
and as many sophomore candidates turned out for the Initial
practice.
Senior
returnees.
Captain
Lenny Wilkens, John Woods,
Dick Whelan and Bob Gibson
reported along with Junior lettermen Denny Guimares, Dick
Holzheimer, and Timmy Moynihan.

J I M HADNOT Is expected to
provide long needed height
for the 1959-60 hoopsters.

Brown Captures
S a i l i n g Crown

Candidates from last year's
freshman team, led by 6' 10"
Brown University's sailing
Jimmy Hadnot, Include Tom Folliard, John Hickey, Pete Led- team successfully defended the
with, Dick Leonard, Barry Nich- informal Rhode laland state
ols, Tom Nyrie, and Bob Siem- championship at the Brown
University Boat House last Sunbida.
Absent from the early session day afternoon.
To prepare for its annual Bobby O'Connor and Jimmy
The Bruins turned back the
was junior John Egan, who last
clashes with the East's top Gegear for solid support.
challenges of Providence Colranking teams. Providence ColBesides its perennial rival. year set a nest all-time PC scor- lege, Rhode Island School of
ing
record
with
502
points.
John
1\ II Kl "
lege's varsity hockey team took Brown University, the team
Design, and Rhode Island UniAs a result or an injury
to the ice for its preliminary w i l l skate against such out- is currently recuperating from
versity. Providence was outsuslainrd la a football
drills on Monday evening at standing Eastern powers as a pre-season knee injury. Coach
scored 36-25 by the victors.
Mullaney
reports
that
the
date
game between wmr stuthe Rhode Island Auditorium. West Point, Clarfcson College,
Turner Leads Brown
dents of Providence ColSt. Lawrence University, Boston of Egan's return is still unPacing the Bruins was skipknown. He did, however, reveal
Under head roach Tom Ec- College, and Harvard.
lege - " i i l Bryant College.
that the doctor haa given Space per Ted Turner who captured
cleston
and
his
assistant,
John Nardone, *C1, haa
George Ducharme. this year's
With good depth at all posi- exercises to perform to prevent all four races In division A.
l i i i - n admitted to Fatima
squad will have approximately tions except goalie, this year's the knee from stiffening up and
Paul Hackett scored two
Hospital. « h , T - he srlll mmsquad hopes to make amends thus facilitating John's condi- firsts and one second i n disixteen
lettermen
returning.
t i e r . . - an o p e n t i o B today
Prominent among them are for the seven "one point heart- tioning when he does return to vision B to lead the Providence
Or tOOMTTOSt.
action.
sailors. C o m m o d o r e Gene
forwards Joe Keough. Pete breakers" of last year.
Nardone
was injured
Bergen and John Turner, and
Rev. Herman Schneider, O.P..
In describing the progress of Healey took two seconds and a
while making a tackle la a
defensemen Jimmy O'Cain and Hockey Moderator, summed up the drills, Mullaney observed third la division A . Hackett was
scrimmagr at Bryant last
George GingelL
the team's chances in a nut- that, "during the early work- assisted by John Dunn, while
Saturday. He sustained in
shell by saying. "I feel that outs, we are taimnuging the Ben Healey assisted his brother
Juries to facial Woes,
From last year's freshman
facial lacerations and aorawith the proper spirit and at-hoys to get thews in shape. As Gene.
squad
Eccleston
looks
to
Jackie
mmm
titude, the boys will do very ret wv are not concentrating on
Four races were sailed i n
McGeough. Marshall Tschi da. WmV
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)
T

